EXCURSION
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & WALL TILE

EXCURSION

Shown on front: EXN10 8x36 Zion & EXN21/M8x8 Denali w/Zion Parquet Mix Mosaic

There is something magical about traveling through
the rugged countryside and forests of our national
parks. The adventure of seeing mountain vistas
and experiencing vast canopies contributes to an
unquenchable wanderlust for nature. These journeys
are about more than sight-seeing. They are about
nourishment and learning, about protecting what
sustains us, about building relationships with the
outdoors and with each other. This was our quest
when developing ExcursionHDP from Florida Tile.
This wood-look collection exudes character with
an interesting blend of wood species – including
reclaimed dead fall wood, knots, splits, and striking
ash grain visuals. Creative license was taken to achieve
a look that is otherworldly and impossible to create
with real woods due to the way stains are absorbed
in each individual species. A premium glaze and a
light punch create a surface with a smooth matte
finish. High durability and beautiful colorations
complete the look. Available in an 8x36 plank and
five parquet mix mosaics, this line of awe-inspiring
wood graphics is well suited for both residential or
commercial spaces.

Five distinct colors reflect the beauty and variety
found on an excursion through the national parks
and bring this collection to life. Zion, the lightest of
the five colors, is a bleached taupe with soft gray
graining. Denali is a smoky blend of light and dark
grays. Rainier features honey browns and deep grays.
Sequoia has a sepia background with rich chocolate
striations. Badlands is the most dramatic of the colors
with a dark roasted coffee tone.
Manufactured using proprietary HDP—High
Definition Porcelain® printing technology and
with the technical performance of porcelain,
the ExcursionHDP collection is appropriate for all
residential and commercial wall, countertop,
backslash, and floor applications. It is entirely made in
the USA in our Green Squared Certified®, Advanced
Manufacturing Center in Lawrenceburg, KY of 40%
pre-consumer recycled content. It meets the DCOF
AcuTest® requirements to be installed in wet areas
and is GREENGUARD® and Porcelain Tile certified.

COLOR VARIATION
Formats Available: 8x36 & M8x8

EXN10 Zion

EXN20 Denali

EXN30 Rainier

EXN40 Sequoia

EXN50 Badlands

ZION

EXN15/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Zion w/Badlands)

EXN21/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Denali w/Zion)

EXN10 8x36
Zion

Right: EXN10 8x36 Zion & EXN21/M8x8 Denali w/Zion

DENALI

EXN21/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Denali w/Zion)

EXN20 8x36
Denali

Right: EXN20 8x36 Denali

RAINIER

EXN34/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Rainier w/Sequoia)

EXN30 8x36
Rainier

Right: EXN30 8x36 Rainier

SEQUOIA

EXN45/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Sequoia w/Badlands)

EXN40 8x36
Sequoia

Right: EXN40 8x36 Sequoia

EXN34/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Rainier w/Sequoia)

EXN54/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Badlands w/Sequoia)

BADLANDS

EXN54/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Badlands w/Sequoia)

EXN45/M8x8
Parquet Mix Mosaic
(Sequoia w/Badlands)

EXN50 8x36
Badlands

Right: EXN50 8x36 Badlands & Streamline 310 4x16 Arctic

EXCURSION

Porcelain Technical Data

ASTM®

ANSI®

Results¹

DCOF AcuTest®2

A137.1

≥0.42

Pass

Surface Hardness

Mohs Scale

N/A

7 Mohs

Break Strength

C-648

250 lbf.

524 lbf. avg.

Water Absorption

C-373

≤0.5%

≤0.5%3

Intended Use4

N/A

N/A

Residential, Light Commercial &
Heavy Commercial

Properties (Floor)

These tests are performed by a 3rd party testing lab using industry standard equipment and techniques.
Values are offered in good faith as being accurate and typical of normal production. Due to the natural
variation of raw materials and manufacturing processes, the values of the purchased product for any
particular installation may vary.
2
ANSI® A137.1 standard, ceramic tiles selected for level interior spaces expected to be walked upon when
wet must have a minimum wet DCOF AcuTest® value of 0.42.
3
Average production value
4
Please visit www.floridatile.com/intended-use for further details.
1

Field Tile
Nominal Size (in)¹

Metric (cm)

Pcs./Sq Ft2

Thickness3

Edge

8x36

20x90

.5

10mm

Pressed

These values may vary from lot to lot.
These values are based on actual sizes including the grout joint.
3May not apply to textured surfaces or tiles with uneven back patterns such as mesh
mounted mosaics.

1
2

Typical Uses
ExcursionHDP glazed porcelain floor and wall tile is appropriate for all residential
and commercial wall, countertop, backsplash, and floor applications.
Notice: Not all flooring products are suitable for wet areas, specialized
applications, or commercial use. Please refer to the American National Standard
Specifications for Ceramic Tile (ANSI® A137.1) for ceramic, stone, and glass
installation for specific usage and installation information.
Color Variation

This Florida Tile product will contribute to USGBC LEED® points and the ANSI®
approved NAHB® Green Building Points.

V2 Slight Variation
Clearly distinguishable differences in texture and/or pattern with
similar colors.

Color reproductions in this printed piece may vary from actual tile colors.
Final selection should be made from actual tile samples.
Color, texture, and finish variations may occur due to the nature of the product.
trims not available
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